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■“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL,. IV.

thy

saving health among all nations.”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 1834.

NO. 40,

ing supplication for her before God. But I knew
not then what might have been the hopes and con
solation, or what the anxiety and fears of her dy
ing hour ; and the name of “ Marseilles” thus
STANZAS.
The first association of thought and feeling with connected with her early fate became associated
BY MRS. SIGOURNEY.
Marseilles, ever experienced by me—aside front in my mind with a sadness which attaches itself to
“ Unto him who hath loved us, and gave himself for us, and the mere name and statistics of the city in a lesson
no other place in the geography of the world.
washed us from our sins, in his own blood.”—Rev.
of geography—was one of interest, while yet in
So strongly was this feeling revived by my ar
IIow hath he LOVEn us—Ask the star
early youth, some eighteen or twenty years since. rival here that I found myself indisposed to make
That on its wondrous mission sped,
One of the most lovely and .most distinguished any observation on the city and the scenes around
Hung trembling o’er that manger scene
of the young females of our country was sent hi me, till I had sought out this grave of youth and
Where he, the Eternal, bowed his head;
ther by her friends, at that period, in the fruitless loveliness, and given indulgence over it to musings
He, who of earth doth seal the doom,
Found in her lowliest inn, no room !
hope of rescuing from death, by the mildness of and remembrances which could scarce be other
the climate, a victim which, it was feared, the wise than salutary to my own spirit. There were
Judea’s mountain—lift tour voice;
severity of an American winter would hurry to those of my countrymen in the city, who, I presumed
With legends of the Saviour fraught;
Speak, favor’d Olivet—so oft
the tomb. As a boy, I had known her for two could at once conduct me to the spot; hut I pre
At midnight’s prayerful vigil sought—
or three years, under circumstances to give faini- ferred to be alone in my visit to it; and following
And Cedron’s brook, whose rippling wave
[ liarity to the acquaintance; and owe to her, an im the directions received in the streets, in answer
Frequent his weary feet did Uve.
age in my mind of beauty, gracefulness, and pol to an inquiry for “ the cemetery,” soon reached an
How hath he loved us?—Ask the band
ished manners which has scarce been equalled, extensive enclosure in the suburbs of the town on
That fled bis woes with breathless haste—
and never surpassed by the personal appearance II the north, whose gate stands open day and night
Ask the weak friend’s denial tone,
and accomplishment;) of uny of her sex since seen I for the reception of the dead.
Scarce by his bitterest teart effaced,
in any part of the world.
Ask of the traitor’s kiss—and see
Forgetting that I was in a land, where at no dis
What Jesus hath endured fir thee.
She was in the full bloom and buoyancy of, tant period, the papal doctrine 11* extra
III.
I. IV.ecclcsiam
V. VI. VII.
Ask of Gethsemane, whose dews
health and youth ; a joy to those who most loved I Roma; non est salus” had made it necessary for
Shrank from that moisture trangely red,
her, and the admiration of the gay and brilliant those not within her pale,
Which in that unwatched hou) of pain,
circles, of which she was a chief ornament and
“ With pious sacrilege,
Ilis agonizing temples shed!
To steal a grave”
attraction. I afterwards sav her when the de
The scourge, the thorn, whose mguisli sore,
Like the unaftswering Iamb, fledjore.
vouring hectic first added a deceitful coloring to even for innocence and beauty, when unbaptized
her cheeks, and imparted its f.Jal clearness to her by her priesthood, I had searched the monuments
How hath he loved us?—Ask the Cross,
eye; passed part of a day in her company some along an entire side of the enclosure before I was
The Roman spear, the shrouded sky,
Ask of the sheeted dead, who burst
weeks later, when in paleness and languor, but with reminded by their inscriptions and the symbols of
Their cerements at his fearful cry,—
unchanged spirits and vivacity, she was trying the faith sculptured upon them that I should here look
Oh, ask no more—but bow thy pride,
effect of a summer’s travel in shaking the*des- in vain for the grave of one of a reformed creed.
And yield thy heart to him who died.
troyer from his hold ; and, at the end of a few I therefore directed my steps toward what I judg
months, witnessed her departure from home for ed to be the dwelling of the concierge of the place
THOUGHTS FOR THE WEEK.
a trial, as a last resource, of climate in the south ( and inquired for the protestant burial ground.
■ The words of the wise are as goads, and as nails fastened hi/ the masters of France.
The slow movement of the landau The same person I found to be the keeper of
of assemblies, which arc given from one. shepherd.”
and four in which she was conveyed from her fa both; and on learning the object of my walk, he
For the Gambier Observer.
ther’s mansion to the water side, filled me with went in search of the key, and politely accom
NUMBER III.
sadness; and I shut my eyes against it, in the panied me to it.
I. A true Christian is like a needle touched with a load, feeling that it was anticipating by a short period
It adjoins the Catholic cemetery on the side
stone. A needle thus touched draweth another, and that will only the melancholy procession which would fol next to the city, is small in comparison with the
draw another, and that another, and they others. Whoever low her to the grave.
former and surroudned by a high wall over which
This presentiment was too soon verified. The nothing can be seen. The first grave tdlich I ap
has his heart truly touched by the grace of God will labor to
convert others; Philip will draw Nathaniel, Andrew will draw intelligence of a safe arrival in Europe had scarce proached was that of my search, immediately by
Peter, and Peter being converted will labor to strengthen his been received before all further anxiety in those the gate through which we had entered. A plain
to whom she was dearest terminated in the grief slab marks its dimensions on the ground, while a
brethren---- Calami/.
II. The word of the Lord is a lantern to my path, and a of the tidings that at Marseilles—then to Ameri sculptured tablet of white marble, inserted in the
light to my feet; and I will not, dare not, for my life, step cans comparatively a strange and unfrequented wall above at its head, is inscribed with the came
one foot further than 1 have that lantern going before me.— city—far from the tender sympathies of home, ' and age of her whose form reposes beneath. As
with few near to comlort and support, to cool the I read it, the recollections of past years came
And so far dare I boldly go, though all the world counsel and
parched lip and fan the dewy brow, and scarce a upon me with a freshness that caused the circum
command me the contrary—John Bradford.
bosom of affection on which to repose the dying stances, associated with the spot, to seem the
III. Reason can never show itself more reasonable, than in head, she had breathed away her spirit, and was
events of but yesterday ; and though unappoint
ceasing to reason about things that arc above reason.—Flavel. the tenant of a distant and solitary tomb.
ed—and scarce known to some who%nost loved
IV. It will do you no good to be of the right religion, if
The impression made on my mind by the news the object whose ashes were at my feet—I felt
you be not zealous in the exercise of the duties of that reli was more deep and lasting, it is probable, than myself the representative of many to whom she
gion.—Baxter.
otherwise might have been the case from the fact, j had been dear, who would never have the melan
V. A divine ought to calculate his sermon as an astronomer that the thoughts and affections of my own heart choly satisfaction thus to recall her to memory,
does his almanac—to the meridian of the place and people had recently been first aroused to the reality and and breathe for themselves a prayer over her
unutterable moment of the death, judgment and grave.
where be lives.—Brown.
A cluster of young cypress trees distinguishes
eternity
which await our race. I knew that this
VI. I believe that the evangelical purity of the sentiments
beautiful and accomplished girl had not been an the spot from most others in the enclosure. As
of the Liturgy—and the chastened fervor of its devotion,—
entire stranger to impressions of this character ; they appeared to be only of a few years growth
and the majestic simplicity of its language, have combined to
knew that she had in childhood and in early youth 1 asked the keeper whether they had been planted
place it in the very first rank of uninspired compositions.— been blest with one of the choicest gifts of hea by the order of any friend, and felt myself strong
K- Hall.
ven—that of a pious mother; and knew, that ly prepossessed in his favor, by the answer, that it
VII. The almost Christian is the unhappiest of men; hav there were those still left to her to whom she was had been done from the prompting of his own
ing religion enough to make the world hate him, and yet not dear, whose prayer was that “ of the righteous,” feelings alone; and, perceiving one or two graves
and who would not cease day nor night, in mak- near to be encircled by the flowers of the monthly
enough to have God love him.—Countess of Warwick,
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
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Bunker’s Hill. Oa the eighth and ninth, I officiat
ed, in conjunction with the Rev. Mr. Jones, of Jef
ferson, at Hedges Chapel, where. I confirmed 26,
baptized 2 infants, and administered the commu
nion. Here, as usual, the congregations were large
and attentive, assembling at the hour of eleven
o’clock, engaging in holy exercises during the
customary period, leaving the house ol God for a
short time, then re-assembling for the afternoon
service, and again filling the house at night. A
large portion of the evening congregation, I am
told, consisted of those who remained at home
during the two services. The example is worthy
of imitation. On the tenth we repaired to Mar
tinsburgh, about seven miles distant, where we met
with the Rev. Mr. Drane, from Hagerstown, who
preached on the occasion of the ordination of Mr.
Johnson, who was there clothed with the authori 
ty of priest. I preached twice in Martinsburgh bap
tized 2 infants, confirmed 7, and administered the
RELIGIOUS.
communion. From Martinsburgh I went to Smithfield, where I officiated on the twelfth and thirteenth,
REPORT
in conjunction with Mr. Jones, W. M. Jackson,
ok rue assistant bishop ok Virginia, to thk convention asand Mr. Johnson. On the evening of the thir
BKMBLBD AT STAUNTON, MAY 21, 1831s
teenth, and the morning of the fourteenth, I was
Dear Brethren,—Through the merciful provi in Carlestown, and on the latter day confirmed nine
dence of God, we are permitted to meet together persons. The fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth
once more for the purpose of rendering an account were spent nt Harper's Ferry, where 1 was aided
of our labors and success in the ministry, during in ministerial duties by W. Jackson. On the
the past year, and of deliberating on the best mea morning of the eighteenth, I proceeded to Shep
sures for promoting the spiritual interests of our herdstown and found the inhabitants of the place
Zion. My account must commence with the con in the utmost consternation, by reason of the cho
cluding services of our last convention, when I lera, which had made its appearance a few days
united with thebeloved father (who is prevented before, and hurried some of the citizens into eter
by age and infirmity from being with us at this nity. Not wishing to be, or seem to he either
time,) in the ordination of eight persons, six of rash or cowardly in duty, I submitted it to the
whom were admitted to the order of deacons, and proper guardians of the health of the place, whe
two to that of priests. After the duties of the ther I should return with the previous appointed
Convention were over, 1 returned home by the way services. By their advice I omitted all night ser
of Frederickshurgh, where 1 preached on Wed
vice, and only convened those who were disposed
nesday evening, and administered the rite of con
to attend on the morning and afternoon of one day,
firmation to five persons.
and the morning of the following. One of these
During the month of June, I spent two days in services was held, by particular request, in the
Winchester preaching several times in that place. Lutheran Church, whose minister was absent. Mr.
In the month of July I visited Alexandria, with Jones and myself endeavored, by suitable discour
the view of attending the annual examination ol ses, to improve the afflictive season. After re
the students of our seminary. This took place on maining at home a short time, I commenced a tour
the tenth. I was much gratified by the exercises on of preaching through some of the countries lying
that occasion, and more deeply impressed than under the blue Ridge. I left home on the 2d of
ever with the importance of the institution, and September—on the 4-tli preached nt the Fork
duty of punctual attention to its public examina Church, to a large congregation—baptized one
tions. To my brethren of the clergy especially child, and confirmed eight persons. The congre
and to the Trustees, I would present this as an in gation was then, and had long been, under the par
teresting and important occasion, worthy of their ticular care of the Rev. Mr. Woodville. At this
attention. It will he rendered particularly inter place had he most conscientiously and punctually
esting to the approaching anniversary, by the or met with his people for many years. Here had I
dination of a large number of young candidates often met him in my travels through that region
for the ministry. On the Sunday following the of country during the last twenty-two years, and
examination I preached twice in Alexandria, and here it was I saw him for the last time on the oc
confirmed 13 persons. On leaving Alexandria. I casion just mentioned. Providence has removed
visited Haymarket, Aldieand Middleburgh,preach him from a scene of sincere obedience on earth,
ing at each of these places.
j to one of glorious enjoyment in heaven. He has
On the two last days of July, and the first of left an affectionate family to mourn the loss of a
August, I was engaged in company with my bre kind husband and tender father; and many friends
thren, Mr. Lemmon, Mi. Adie, and Mr. Andrews, to cherish with sincere respect the memory of a
in religious services, at Upperville, a flourishing conscientious Christian minister.
On the 5th and 6th of September, I was engag
village in Fauquier, on the border of Loudon
County. We spent an agreeable, and we hope ed in religious duties, Culpeper C. IL, where I
useful time, in frequent services, beginning with preached three times, confirmed 12 persons, and
the lising sun, and having also mid-day, afternoon, administered the communion. The 7th, 8th, and
and evening exercises. On Sunday for the first time 9th, were spent in like manner, at Orange C. H.,
we administered the communion in this place, to where I preached to a large and attentive congre
a little band of believers. I confirmed also seven gation three times, confirmed 16 persons, and ad
persons at the same time. I am happy to state, ministered the communion. In this place, where
that the zeal of our friends in and about this place, | we never had at any time very regular services, and
has led them to undertake the erection of a neat of late years scarce any, God had been very gra
Church, which will he finished in the course of cious to us and sent us a pastor who found favor
the coming year. After the services at Upper in the eyes of the people, and who had been the
ville, I was enabled to have an association in my instrument of awakening a good number to a lively
own parish, by the help of the Rev. Mr. Mann, sense of eternal things. I found the members (if
Mr. Brooke, and Mr. Adie, w.ho during three our church in that place engaged in the erection
-days preached to highly gratified, and I hope edi of an excellent house for public worship, which I
fied congregations. At the close of our servi presume is now completed. May it bewellfided with
ces we were equally surprised and delighted by devout worshippers. On the tenth I proceeded in
the arrival of my brother, the Bishop of North company with Mr. Jones and Wm. M. Jackson, to
Carolina, who concluded the meeting by a very Stanardsville, where, during the morning and af
appropriate and impressive discourse. On this oc ternoon, we severally addressed, in a private house,
casion, two were confirmed. On the 7th of z\u- attentive, and deeply impressed congregations. We
gust, I set out on a tour through the counties of all felt as if God indeed was among us. On the
Jefferson aud Berkley. Preached the first day at eleventh and twelfth, we were engaged in like man

rose, I ventured to request that lie would add, to
the former kindness the favor of interspersing
among the cypress some plantings of these, so ap
propriate to the last resting place of one of whose
loveliness their bloom and beauty were so just an
emblem.
Before quitting the yard, I cast my eye over
most of the monuments it contained, and in that
erected to Mr. Sheldon, of the American embas
sy at Paris, some years since, met another name
familiar to me in the remembrances of friendship.
Carter, author of “ Letters from Europe," is also
buried here: but, as yet no stone marks the spot
in which he is interred, though I have been grati
fied to learn that a friend in passing through Mar
seilles within a few days, gave directions to have
a monument furnished him immediately, at his
own expense.

ner at Trinity Church, between Stanardsville and
Madison C. II. Here I preached twice, confirm
ed three and administered the communion. One
of the persons confirmed was an old soldier of the
revolution who had lived to his eighty third year
before he became a soldier of the cross. I was
aware before he rose up and approached the place
where he was to make his vows, that he was com
rade of my father under Washington. He, how
ever was not aware that I was the son of his old
fellow-soldier; nor had I opportunity to inform him
until I was engaged in administering the holy rite
and then, when I announced the fact that there
was an old soldier who had served under Wash
ington with my father, now come to enlist under
the banner of a greater than Washington, he was
entirely overcome, hurst into tears and melted the
whole assembly. I trust there were on that occa
sion other tears than those of mere human sym
pathy. We thought that it was plainly to be
seen that some hearts were touched from above
with a feeling above all earthly feelings. May
the event prove that we were not mistaken.
Our next services were at Madison C. H. on
the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth; they
were renewed four times each day, until we clos
ed them. It was indeed, a joyful season for reli
gion and the Church in Madison. Fifteen months
before, and 1 scarcely knew a place in our state
that promised less to the labours of a minister of
our Church, and at this time I confirmed twentythree persons, warm-hearted disciples of Christ
and zealous friends of our Church, and saw a
neat and durable brick edifice rising above the
ground, to be a place for the worship of God.
God had visited this place with the abundance of
his grace. He had most signally blessed the faith
ful preaching of his word by ministers of differ
ent denominations. He had sent to those who
were inclined to our communion an humble and
faithful man, who, labouring in season and out of
season, and going from house to house, was the
instrument of gathering together an interesting
little band, with whom 1 spent some of the happi
est days of my minktry. While I was there, beside
the above mentioned exercise in which I was great
ly assisted by the Rev. Mr. Jones and the Rev.
W. M. Jackson, /rom Staunton, I also admitted the
Rev. Mr. Lamon, their minister, to priest's orders.
After parting with our dear friends at Madison,
I turned my steps towards the new County of Rapahannock; on the 16th 1 reached the residence
of Dr. Thornton, and in the afternoon according
to appointment, I preached a funeral sermon on
the occasion of the death of the amiable and es
teemed Dr. Hawes. This gentleman was for many
years a member of Congress, and was highly es
teemed by all who knew him. His benevolence
was of no ordinary character, and his testimony
of the truth and excellence of Christianity was
very decided. In his will lie has made generous
provision for more than a hundred slaves, who he
has directed to be colonized in Africa. On fhe
following day I went, for the first time, to visit an
old and venerable mother in Israel, who had for a
long time been deprived of the services of the
Church which she loved, except when on especial
occasions the Rev. Mr. Woodville who lived at a
great distance from her, would bring them to her
house. Mrs. Thornton had turned her house into
a Church on this occasion, and invited her neigh-'
hours and relations to unite in the solemn services.
She wished once more to partake of the Holy
Supper. It had been a long time since she had
enjoyed this privilege, and it might be the last op
portunity, for she was far advanced in the vale
of years, though then as well as usual. But she
desired to perform another duty also. In her in
fancy, Christian parents had made a promise in
her behalf which she never had an opportunity of
fulfilling. She had never ratified baptismal en
gagements in the rite of Confirmation and now
even in her old age begged leave, with all humili
ty, to fulfil this act of righteouness. It was ac
cordingly performed, and it is hoped that those
present did not regard it as an idle and unmeaning
ceremony even in her. After this, together with
some pious neighbours and relations, she partook
of the Lord’s Supper. Her whole character was
calculated to impress upon the minds of all pre-
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sent, who knew her, the truth of the Saviour’s remains of one of the most pure and pious of the the evening of the same day we reached Col.
words, that we must enter the kingdom of hea saints of God on earth—.Mrs. Dr. Nelson, of that Lewis’ in the neighbourhood of Port Republic
ven as little children. Oi) the following day I left Parish—who, from early youth had been a lively and on the following morning preached at that
this neighbourhood, but let it he remembered as specimen of the beauty of holiness. On the even place.
evidence of the uncertainty of human life, and ing of Saturday I preached,to the servants of Dr.
On Saturday the 17th, I reached the place in
to show how mysterious are the ways of Provi l'aliaferro, and on the next evening lectured at which we are now assembled. On the following
dence, that in live days after I left the mansion Mr. Roy’s, in Matthew County. On Monday day I accompanied the pastor of this congregation
of this venerable lady, God was pleased suddenly morning, through the great kindness and gene to a new Church about seven miles distant, where
and unexpectedly to call her to himself. She rosity of Mr. Tomkins, of that County, a packet I consecrated to the service of God a neat brick
seemed to have obtained that which she had long was ready to carry myself and Mr. Cole to the edifice, which was not large enough to hold the
been seeking for, and then had leave to depart in Eastern Shore, which we reached in the course of I numbers which desired admission. I preached
the afternoon, and were enabled to have a service i twice on that day to large assemblies of attentive
peace.
On the day after my leaving Rapabannock, I at the house of Mrs. Parker, in Eastville, the same hearers. On the evening of the same, I preached
preached at Front Royal, and the next day reach night. On the next day divine service, morning to the servants at the house of Mr. Churchman.
ed home. In the course of three-, weeks I again and evening, in the new Church at Eastville.— On Monday morning according to notice, I again
set out, with the view to visit certain places in the On Wednesday morning I preached at Hunger’s attended at the same interesting spot, when, after
lower part of the state on the Eastern Shore. I Church, an old and venerable edifice; in the af a sermon from the Rev. William M. Jackson, of
determined, however, to take this opportunity of ternoon at Bellhaven, and at night, in conjunction Frederick Parish, I addressed them at some length
visiting some other places which lay in the route. with Mr. Cole, at Mr. Wyatt’s. On Thursday, on the subject of Confirmation and then, after an
On Friday, the 11th Oct., I left home and preach we passed into Accomack County, where I preach interval of an hour, the house was again filled,
ed that day at Upperville. Saturday and Sunday ed at Pungoteague Church, another venerable when I first preached, and then administered the
I spent at Haymarket. The weather was so in building, more than 130 years old, hut still firm rite of Confirmation to seventeen persons. This
clement and the house so open, that the congre and in good repair. Here I baptized four child congregation has been the child of many prayers
gation on the first day was small. On the day ren, 2 whites and 2 coloured. In the afternoon and much anxiety to its present and former pas
following, the* Lord’s-day, the weather was good I discoursed on Confirmation, after a sermon from tor, and may it realise all their fondest hopes and
and the congregation was large and attentive. Mr. Cole, and at night 1 preached at Onancock, expectations.
Having thus rendered an account of my jourThe house in which I preached was an old desert some miles distant. On the following day I preach
ed Court-house, which, nevertheless, was capable ed again at Pungoteague, baptized I adult, con neyings and public iniuistrations, it may not be im
of being converted into a comfortable Church, at firmed 5, and administered the Communion. At proper to mention two humble efforts made dur
a very moderate expense. At the conclusion of night I preached again to a full house at Mr. ing the intervals of the above mentioned visitation
the service I addressed them on the condition of Bayne's. I preached again on Saturday morning to promote the cause of religion in our Church
the neighbourhood and the house in which we at the same Church, organized an Education So and in our land. In compliance with your re
were assembled, and promised, if they would con ciety, and in the afternoon proceeded to Judge Up quest at our last Convention, I have written and
vert the house into a becoming place of worship, shur’s, in the neighbourhood of Hunger’s Church, circulated a Pastoral Letter on the very important
I would visit them again in the month of July where I again preached on the following day be duty of giving religious intruction to our servants.
and dedicate it to God, and perform all the holy ing the Sabbath, and administered the Commu I know the difficulties of the task, but 1 know
ordinances of the Church in it. As I came down nion. On the evening of the same day, I exhort that both ministers and people are far too ready
from the pulpit, two gentlemen assured me it ed after Mr. Cole at Eastville, preached there to magnify those difficulties, and satisfy themselves
would be done, and I am happy to learn that their the next day and confirmed six persons. I was with very insufficient excuses for its neglect. If
promise has already been sacredly fulfilled. Il much encouraged by the zeal of a goodly number the love of immortal souls, which is the true spirit
God spares my life, I will endeavour to fulfil my of our remaining friends in Northampton and Ac of Christ, did but reign in our hearts as it ought to
part, and hope some of my hretliren will be there comack, who determined, by uniting their con do, we should be more apt to teach these our poor
to aid in the good work. On the afternoon of tributions, to secure to themselves the services of fellow creatures, and less apt at finding out ex
the Sabbath just mentioned, I rode to Brentsville, a missionary, in addition to those which they al cuses for our neglect of them. I commit the fee
where I preached in the Court-house to an assem ready enjoy. I have been pleased to hear that ble effort in their behalf to God and your con
bly of attentive hearers. I am happy to inform they have obtained the object of their wishes. sciences, hoping that it may not be altogether in
the Convention that these two places are now en Having concluded my duties onthe Eastern Shore vain I have also just completed the publication
joying the regular, though too in frequent services 1 crossed the bay and reached Norfolk on Wed of a small hook of family prayers which, I trust,
of the Church. The Rev. Mr. Berkley, though nesday evening. On Thursday I went to Suffolk, may he an acceptable offering to God and to the
engaged in completing his studies at the Seminary, and preached there that night; exhorted also the Christian families under our charge. If the work
finds time to visit each one of them once in four following night after Mr. Boyden, who accompa shall only induce one family to worship God
weeks, we hope the time is not lai distant when nied me to that place. On Saturday 1 returned to which has hitherto neglected it, or shall assist to
more frequent services will he rendered. I next Norfolk, and lectured at the house of Mr. Pollard the better performance of this duty—one which
visited Dumfries,where I preached on Monday, and in the evening. In the morning, which was the may already have lived in the performance of this
was followed by an exhortation from Rev. Mr. Sabbath, I preached for Dr. Ducachet; in the af goodly practice—I shall be abundantly rewarded
Adie. I then proceeded to Alexandria, in order ternoon, for Mr. Wingfield at Portsmouth, and for any labour expended on the collection. If
to meet the managers of the Education Society at night, returning to Norfolk, at St. Paul's, tor my brethren, after examination, shall approve the
and the Trustees of our Seminary. I also preach- Mr. Boyden. On Monday night I again preached collection, they will of course recommend its use
ed on Friday night in Alexandria. On Saturday for Mr. Boyden, and leaving Norfolk the following in their congregations,
And now commending my feeble endeavours to
I reached Frederickshurgh and preached there on day, spent the night at Old Point, and preached
Sunday, administering the rite of Confirmation. to the officers and soldiers stationed at that place. the favour of Him, without whom nothing is holy,
On Monday I proceeded to Richmond, and preach After this I returned without delay, and reached nothing strong, I submit this record of the same
ed Tuesday night in the Monumental Church. home by the following Sabbath. Since then, I to my brethren and friends, and assure them of my
On Wednesday”morning I left Richmond in the I have taken no long journey, or performed much continued and increasing affections for them all.
William Meade,
steamboat, and reached Shirley, the seat of Mr. Episcopal duty. I visited the District during the
Assistant Bishop of Virginia.
Hill Carter, in time to meet a congregation at the winter, chiefly with the view of attending the
old Westover by 12 o’clock. This excellent meeting of the American Colonization Society.
SWEDENBORGIANISM.
building has been newly fitted up, and is now a I spent one Sabbath in Washington and George
As ignorance or contempt of the Scriptures is
decent”and comfortable house of worship. A town, and one in Alexandria. I have also visited
goodly number of families attached to our com Winchester twice, and confirmed six persons; the direct origin of these impious heresies, so also
munion assembles in the Church of their ances Wickliffe once, confirming two persons, and Cool is it the cause of their ready reception. Many
tors every other Sabbath, under the ministry of Spring, in Fauquier County, once, confirming five. simple Christians who make no question of the
one of the Alumni of our Seminary. On the fol On each of these occasions, with one exception, I truth of the Bible, are so insufficiently acquainted
lowing day I preached at the Lower Church spent two days in preaching and administering with it that they are ready dupes, where they
ought to be eloquent and triumphant opponents.
which is a new building erected within the last two the Lord’s Supper.
I have only to annex to this rapid narration of One text, of a very positive and decisive character
years. The friends of our Church are able, and
I believe willing, hereafter to support a minister, my Episcopal labours, the few particulars occur might settle the question between presumption
and 1 therefore regard their Parish as one per ring on my journey to this place. I reached Lu and ignorance. “There be some that trouble
manently established. On Friday morning I again ray, in company with Rev. W. M. Jackson, Tues you and would pervert the Gospel of Christ;
got into the steamboat and went as far as James day the 13th inst, and preached there on the after but though we, or an angel from heaven, preach
City landing, where Mr. Bassett’s carriage was noon of the day; on the same evening I baptized any other Gospel unto you than that which we have
ready to convey me to Williamsburgh. 1 tarried a child at the house of Mr. Blackford and united preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we
four days in Williamsburgh, and preached or lec in religious services with Mr. Jackson, at a school- said before so say I now again, if any man (*« til,
tured eight times, assisting also in the communion. house, where worship is often held for the benefit if any being) preach any other Gospel unto you
Mv next field of labour was Gloucester, where I i of the workmen who are employed about the iron than that ye have received, let him he accursed.”
preached five days in succession, twice at Abing works for Mr. Blackford. On the following morn Gal. i. 8,9: The whole matter is here brought
ton Church and three times at Ware Church, ad ing, before leaving that place, I administered the into a narrow compass and turns on the simple in
ministering the Communion and Confirmation at rite of Confirmation to Mrs. Blackford, whose age quiry, “Did St. Paul write this text by the in
the latter place. On one of these occasions I was and infirmities prevented her attendance in any fluence of the Spirit of God?” With all who be
called upon to perform the funeral rites over the public place where that office was performed. On lieve the affirmative there is no room for Swe-
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deuborg>anism, or for any of the theological tol-j of the establishment of the 1 ortuguese power in except as from time to time, to the last day of
lies of modern days.
India. A titular Roman Catholic bishop resides March, he was carried to church, and spoke a
Of Swedenborg himself we would not speak on extensive premises near the sea; and several few words to the people, but not in any continued
harshly. That he was wholly irresponsible for churches are built in different streets not far from address. Multiplied diseases weighed him down
...□
..........not
—...
..... - —
his absurdities will
admit
a .................
doubt with
any✓ the cathedral. The only Protestant place of wor- and the shades of death began to gather around
intcTlect not absolutely capable of embracing ship in Saint Thome is the Wesleyan chapel, in him. Beza gives the following account of his
tbpm.
na- which religious services have been conducted in constitution, his habits and his present distressing
them. Wo
We would
would indeed
indeed recommend
recommend to the pa
thological philosopher his work on “The Nature the English, the Portuguese, and the famul lan state, when a complication of disorders had made
of the Intercourse between the Soul and the Bo guages. For upward of twelve years the gospel their united attack upon him. ‘ He was naturally
dy/’ as illustrative of the character of mono has been preached in this place among the people, of a spare and feeble frame, of a sallcw complex
mania. It will be found perfectly in unison with with evident marks of saving influence. Attach ion and billious habit, tending to consumption.
all the phenomena observed by medical men in ed to this chapel are native and English schools; He was subject to severe headaehs, from which
the examination of this subject. The same per the former has been conducted many years by a strict abstinence alone afforded him relief. Hence
tinacious disclaimer of insanity, where none has native Christian of excellent character; and his for more than ten years together he took only one
been charged, and in the very moment of its most labours are duly appreciated both by the child meal in the day, generally in the evening; and fre
quently fasted for thirty-six hours together. Ill's
conspicuous display; (as the drunkard is always ren and their parents.
The Little Mount is situated by the side of a digestion was bad: and his sleep scarcely deserv
gratuitously asserting he is sober, and never more
than in the excess of his intoxication:) the same river, over which a noble bridge of many arches ed the name. Five years before his death he was
sturdy affirmation of strange facts without the was erected by the munificence of a wealthy na attacked by a spitting ot blood: and, when his
least apprehension that evidence is necessary to tive gentleman, for the benefit of the public. On i long-continued intermitting fever left him, that
render them credible ; the same rambling incohe the south bank of this river a Roman Catholic ‘host’ of' disorders to which we have alluded, and
rency : the same fanciful embellishment which, church still exists, but partly in ruins : this church which he himself'enumerates—asthma, gout, stone,
assuming the subject of the monomania to be real is noted for its annual festival, when great num gravel, cholic, and a severe hemorrhoidal affec
would be often at once illustrative and amusing; bers of people from Madras and other places vis tion—began to shew themselves. He strictly ob
all these qualities, the very diagnosis of the dis it this sacred spot. Here they profess to show the served the diiections of his medical attendants,
ease, are abundantly discoverable in that little traveller the marks of the Apostle’s feet; the j but otherwise, and when not under their care, he
tract. We will verify our assertion by some plain cave where he hid himself; and the water which I suffered nothing to interrupt his work; preaching
proofs. Take the following from the second chap miraculously sprung from a cleft in the rock, when often under a headach which would have confined
he fell beneath the hands of the blood-thirsty most men to their couch.’ Amid all the sufferings
ter:—
“ That in the spiritual world, there is a sun dif Brahmins by whom he is reputed to have been under which he languished for three months, we
are told, not an impatient word escaped him.
ferent from that in the natural world, I am able to slain.
Beyond this small mount, near two miles far Sometimes lie would direct his eyes upwards, and
testify, for I have seen it: in appearance it is a
globe of fire, li/ce our sun, is of much the same mag ther westward, we approach Saint Thomas’ Mount simply say, ‘How long, O Lord?’ a phrase which
nitude, and at the same distancefrom the angels as (often confounded with the other two places,) during his health he had often had on his lips when
our sun is from men’, but it does not rise or set, but which is marked by a Roman Catholic church, he received tidings of the calamities of his breth
stands immoveable, in a middle altitude between the and a signal flag stalf on its summit. O.i the low ren, or reflected on the oppressions of the church :
zenith and ihehotizon; whence the angels enjoy per er part of the hill a granite pillar has been erect or lie would repeat the words of David, ‘I held
petual light and perpetual spring. The man who ed in memory of Colonel Noble, of the horse ar my peace because thou didst it:' or those of
reasons upon the subject without knowing any tillery. A Protestant church is situated on the Isaiah, ‘ I did mourn as a dove.’ And again he
thing respecting the sun of the spiritual world, plain below, for the use of the military. Artille was overheard saying, ‘Thou bruisest me, O Lord,
may easily fall into insane notions when he endea ry corps are always stationed at this cantonment but it amply suffices me that it is thy hand.’
vours to form an idea of the creation of the uni and proceed with their regular practice; and Still he persisted in dictating and writing as lie
from thence detachments are frequently sent up was able, and, when entreated by his friends to
verse.
forbear, lie replied, ‘Would you have my Lord
Hence it is evident into what blindness, dark the country where their services are required.
The Wesleyan chapel stands at the foot of the find me idle when he coincth?' ”
ness, and fatuity they may fall, who have no know
ledge of the spiritual world and its sun; they j hill, near the entrance to the flight of granite
“‘The remainder of his (lays/ Beza tells us.
may fall into blindness because the mind which {steps by hich it is ascended. This ascent is ‘ Culvin passed in almost, perpetual prayer. Ilia
judges by the sight of the eye alone becomes in j rendered more easy by every ten or twelve steps voice indeed was interrupted by the ditficultv of his
its reasonings like a bat, which flies by night with { being relieved by a plain of several feet; and these respiration; but his eyes (which to the last retain
its wandering course and is attracted by a mere plains, or long steps, serve the Catholic interest ed their brilliancy,) uplifted to heaven, and the
linen cloth that may any where be hanging up; as a burying place for the dead, each ascending expression of his countenance, shewed the fer
they may fall into darkness, because the sight of step being charged a higher price. The ground vour of his supplications. His doors,’ Beza pro
the mind when the sight of the eye flows into it on which the Methodist chapel is built was the ceeds, ‘must have stood open day and night, if all
from without is deprived of all spiritual sight, and property of a respectable lady, who generously had been admitted who from sentiments of duty
becomes like the sight of an owl; and they may 1 devoted her old family residence to the purposes and affection wished to see him; hut, as he could
fall into fatuity, because the man still continues of a place of worship and Christian schools.— not speak to them, he requested they would testi
to think, hut he thinks from natural things con The chapel was erected by subscriptions, raised fy their regard bv praying for him, rather than by
cerning spiritual things, and not contrariwise; principally in India. The building is of a dura troubling themselves about seeing him. Often
thus he thinks like a madman, a fool, and an idiot.' ble and elegant construction; and being situated also, though he ever showed himself glad to re
1 at a principal station from whence persons pro ceive me, he intimated a scruple respecting the
Pp. 7, 8.
In this passage we have a most strange asser ceed to various parts of India, often attracts no interruption thus given to my employments: so
tion ; of which the only proof given is an assertion tice. The chapel was opened with divine services thrifty was he of time which ought to be spent in
still stranger—“ I have seen.’ Of this, of course in the English, Portuguese, and famul languages. the service of the church/ The I9th of May
and for the best possible reason, no proof is at- Besides the European troops stationed here, there was the day on which the minsters were again to
empted. Swedenborg was an educated man and arc, by some calculations upwards of twenty meet on the affairs of the church, and at this time
was not living among a society resembling the bar- ! thousand natives near this mountain; and conse- with special reference to the celebration of the
barous contemporaries of the Arabian impostor quently numerous opportunities are offered to the sacrament at Whitsuntide. On these occasions
Nothing hut insanity could have kept him from Christian minister, of great usefulness among all he was accustomed to partake of a friendly meal
perceiving that, to gain credence under such cir classes of the community.—S. S. Journal.
with them ; and he would now have the meeting
cumstances at least with the better informed, the
held and supper prepared at his house. When
DEATH OF CALVIN.
allegation of public miracle was indispensable.
the time came, he caused himself to be removed
Yet no such sign was ever advanced by him.
“ In the year 1563, amid great and increasing from his bed to the room in which they were as
No sane man would ever have stigmatized as “a infirmities, he continued to dictate numerous let sembled, and thus briefly addressed them:—‘I
madman, a fool, and an idiot/' one who should ters and papers, and to give advice to those who come to you for the last time never more to sit
simply refuse to receive a most strange opinion consulted him from various quarters. He com down with you at table. He then offered up a
upon no evidence whatever.— Christian Re posed two earnest admonitions to the people of short prayer, took a small portion of food, and
Poland against the anti-trinitarians; published conversed with them for a little time, in a cheerful
membrancer.
his commentaries on four out of the five books of manner; but before supper was finished he was
CIIAPEL AT ST. THOMAS’ MOUNT.
j Moses in Latin, and also translated them into obliged to be carried back to his chamber. He
‘ ‘ Tradition affirms that Saint Thomas the Apos- I French ; and commenced his commentary on Jo looked pleasantly upon his friends as he went
tie visited the East Indies on the dispersion of the , shua, which was his last work, and was finished out, and said, ‘ This will not prevent my being
disciples. In the Madras Presidency three places [ only just before his death. Nor did he, as long present with you in spirit.’ He never afterwards
bear his name: Saint Thome, called by the na ns he was able to get abroad, neglect the ordinary left his bed. On the 27th of May, he spoke with
tives “Lilaour/' on the sea-coast, a short distance pastoral duty of visiting the sick. Thus was this less difficulty and in a stronger voice: but this
southward from Fort St. George; the Little Mount faithful servant found, when his Lord came, ‘with was the last effort of nature. At about eight
of Saint Thomas, westward, on the road to the his loins girded and his lamp burning.”'
o’clock in the evening the symptoms of dissolu
“On the 6th of February 1564, he with great tion suddenly came on. Beza, who had recently
great artillery cantonment; and Saint Thomas's
Mount, at the foot of which the artillery barracks difficulty arising particularly from asthmatic op- left h im, was sent for, and on hastening to the
aie .situated. At each of these three places, Ro pression, preached to the congregation; but it was house found that he had expired. He had departed
i;jj i Catholic churches were built in an early part < for the last time.
He taught no more in public, without even a sigh, and in the full possession of
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his powers to the last. Lamentation prevailed man in the market.” “ Very right, child.” “ What impression on his mind. He left the school, and
throughout the city on his decease’ Multitudes have I for dinner to day?” “Dont you know, entered on board a ship in his majesty’s naw.
flocked to see his corpse; and among them the Sir, that you bid me lay up the blade bone to broil?" He there experienced many trials, and endured
English ambassador to the French court, who had “Tis so : very right child, go away.” “My Lord, many vicissitudes, and though he made no profes
come to Geneva to see and hear him. At first do you hear that? Andrew Marvell’s dinner is sion of religion at that time, still many lessons
all comers were freely admitted: but afterwards, provided; there’s your piece of paper; I want it which he had received from his teachers would
to prevent inconvenience, and the perverse repre not. I know the sort of kindness you intended. come into his mind. At the close of the war he
sentations which might be made of such an ex I live here to serve my constituents ; the ministry was paid off, and as a reward for his services he
hibition, this was restrained; and the next day may seek men for their purpose; I am not one." received a considerable grant of land in Canada,
No Roman virtue ever surpassed this; nor can on which he had been located for several years,
but one, (being Sunday,) at two o,clock in the
afternoon, his remains were interred, according gold bribe a mind that is not debauched with lux and while there he became decidedly pious, and
to the directions which he had himself given, in a ury ; and with Dr. Johnson we repeat, “ No man, had prospered very well on his estate. He attri
grave in the common burying place, called Plein- whose appetites are his masters, can perform the buted to the instructions received in the SundayPalais, without any monument or inscription to duties of his nature with strictness and regularity. school the state of his mind while on ship board,
distinguish the place. His funeral however was He that would be superior to external influences, which would not allow him to commit sin as others
attended by the members of the senate, the pas must first become superior to his own passions. did. and traced to the same cause his ultimate
tors and other ministers of the city, the profes When the Roman general, sitting at supper with decision to lead a pious life; and further, that he
sors of the college, and a great proportion of the i a plate of turnips before him, was solicited, by a considered his prosperity on his farm as mainly
citizens at large, who testified their sense of the large promise, to betray his trust; he asked the arising from the lessons of prudence and religion
loss they had sustained by the strong emotion messengers whether he, that could sup on turnips, received in early life from his teachers. He ex
which they manifested.”—Scott's Calvin and the was a man likely to sell his country ? Upon him pressed himself very grateful to God, that lie had
who has reduced his senses to obedience, temp been brought up ina Sunday-school.—Presbyt'n.
Swiss Reformation.
tation has lost its power : he is able to attend im
ANDREW MARVELL’S INTEGRITY.
partially to virtue, and execute her commands
There is no greater discovery of the depravasion of our natures by sin, and degeneracy of our
Marvell having been once honoured with an without hesitation.”—Dove's Life of Marvell.
wills from their original rectitude, than that,
evening’s entertainment, by his Majesty, (Charles
USEFULNESS SOMETIMES LONG CONCEALED.
whereas we are so prone to the love of other
II.) the latter was so charmed with the ease of
Recently a respectably dressed man entered a things, and therein do seek for satisfaction to our
his manners, the soundness of his judgment, and
the keenness of his wit, that the following morn Sunday-school in London, and after some con souls, where it is not to be obtained, it is so hard
ing to show him his regard, he sent the Lord Trea versation with the superintendent, stated that and difficult to raise our souls unto the love of
surer, Danby, to wait upon him with a particular about twenty-five years ago he was a scholar in God. Were it not for that depravation, he would
message. His Lordship, with some difficulty, that school, and while in attendance, the truths always appear as the only suitable and satisfactory
found Marvell’s elevated retreat, on the second of religion which he was taught made a strong object unto our souls and affections.—Owen.
floor in a court near the Strand. Lord Danby,
from the daikness of the stair-case, and its nar
KENYON COLLEGE AND GRAMMAR-SCHOOL.
rowness, abruptly burst open the door, and sud
denly entered the room, in which he found Mar
--------- 00000--------vell writing. Astonished at the sight of so noble
and unexpected a visitor, Marvell asked his Lord
MONTHLY CLASS REPORT FOR THE MONTH ENDING JUNE 10M, 1834.
ship, with a smile, if he had not mistaken his way.
’
[The
parents
and guardians of the Students in Kenyon College and Grammar School, having at different times expressed
“No,” he replied with a bow, “not since I have
found Mr. Marvell;” continuing, that he came n strong desire to be frequently informed of the standing of their sons and wards in scholarship and conduct, it has been
with a message from the King, who wished to do resolved by the Faculty to issue a monthly report in the pages of the Gambier Observer. This mode of communication is
him some signal service, on account of the high resorted to as the only one practicable for the Faculty, where the reports are so frequent, and as being as cheap to the
opinion his Majesty had of his merits. Marvell friends of the students as any other, costing, in the majority of cases, no more than would thepostnge of the requisite num
replied with his usual pleasantry, that his Majes ber of letters; whilst in addition they will learn through the paper, from time to time, many other particulars in relation
ty had it not in his power to serve him. But be to the Institution which cannot fail to be interesting to them. The plan of the report is as follows:—
Two letters, arbitrarily selected, stand for each Student’s name, and these letters are to be known only to the Faculty, the
coming more serious, he told the Lord Treasurer,
that he knew the nature of courts too well, not individual Student and his parents or guardians. The last named will recognize the letters of the students in whom they
to be sensible that whoever it distinguished by are more especially interested by their being underscored in the present number of the Observer, with red ink. The report
his Prince’s favour, is expected to vote in his in embraces two points, scholarship and conduct. As regards scholarship, (by which is meant the amount of knowledge theo
terests. The Lord Danbv told him his Majesty retical and practical which the student displays in the recitation room,) there is no comparison of one student with another,
only desired to know whether there was any place , but of every student with a certain standard of excellence previously fixed by the Faculty. By this standard the value Of
at court he would accept. He told the Lord every exercise is determined and immediately noted down, and according to the monthly average of these values the indivi
Treasurer that he could not accept any thing with dual is ranked in the first, second, third or fourth grade. It is possible therefore, it will be perceived, for every student of
honour, for he must either be ungrateful to the a class to stand in the first grade; or on the other hand, all may stand in the last grade, or in either of the intermediate
King in voting against him, or false to the coun ones. No student is kept in an inferior grade by the superior scholarship of another, (for the graduation has no reference
try in giving in to the measures of the court; to this,) but simply because he has not reached that degree of perfection in his recitations which would entitle him, accord
therefore the only favour he begged of his Ma ing to a previously established rule, to a higher rank.
*
•
jesty was, that he would esteem him as dutiful a
In regard to conduct the notation is thus. To some delinquencies, as absence from rooms during study hours, from prayers,
subject as any he had, and more in his proper in from recitation, &c., a certain fixed amount of demerit, marked by figures, is attached, and other irregularities are estimated
terest, in refusing his offers, than if he had ac
as they arise. If no sufficient excuse is rendered, all such cases are registered, and at the end of the month the sum total
cepted them. The Lord Danby finding that no of these t arks is appended to the letters of each student, so that he and his friends may sec distinctly how far he has neg
argument could prevail, told Marvell that the lected duty during that period. If a student is not set down under the head of conduct at all, he is to be understood as hav
King requested his acceptance of £1000; but ing punctually attended to every duty, nnless prevented by sickness or the like, and to have been in all respects uncensured.
this was rejected with the same steadiness, though This department of the report, therefore, will be an index of the habits of order and industry which each student is funn
soon after the departure of his noble visitor, he ing.
was obliged to borrow a guinea from a friend.
Those parents and guardians who wish to have the reading of these reports, and are not already subscribers to the Gam
This anecdote has been somewhat differently bier Observer, can send their names to the Editor. Persons who intend to do so, should retain the present No. that they
related in a pamphlet printed in Ireland, about
may recognize the letters of their sons and wards in the future reports.]
the year 1754, from whence we extract it—“ The
borough of Hull, in the reign of Charles II.
SCHOLARSHIP.
chose Andrew Marvell, a young gentleman of
Irf Grade—F. m, E t, F w, L a, H k, D d, B f, II a, F b, J o, G 1, Bn, II t, K f, C a, B t, E w, G k, A a, K 1, J f,
little or no fortune, and maintained him in Lon M k, C w, L b, M e, L s, M c, M f, K d, A q, F 1, F r, A e, .1 a, A m, G p, K m, Ag, Ep, Cq, Dr, Ar, G m, D o
don for the service of the public. His under M o, F a, M 1, M n, H b.
standing, integrity, and spirit, were dreadful to the
2nd Grade—F y. E o, F o, H h, J b, K e, J m, B u, J 1, G g, L e, L b, L t, L w, M b, F k, C p, A k, B e, K »,
then infamous administration. Persuaded that he F s, A s, C o, A p, D f, E b, A f, B c, E c, D h, C f, II a, D g, C d, A v, C e, E s, E h, F p, G r, G s, G t, C m, A b,
would be theirs for properly asking, they sent his
G q, Dp, Ah, Go, Ac, G v, E k, D m, A d, Kb, Hn, Jp H p, J x, F g, M p, K c, J k, M s, H s, Mt, M u.
old school-fellow, the Lord Treasurer, Danby, to
3rd Grade—A n, H g, Jd, Jc, II w, Ld, BI, DI, Ai, Bd, Du, Ao, Ed, Fq, Ds, A 1, Dc, Mb, Kk, Cc, D
renew acquaintance with him in his garret. At
parting, the Loi d Treasurer, out of pure affection, Bp, C k, M m, F h, M r, J k, G a.
slipped into his hand an order upon the treasury
4tA Grade.—Ea, D b, Bk, Bq, Ff, Lg, M a, L n.
for £1000 and then went towards his chariot.
C O WDU CT.
Marvell looking at the paper, called after the
E k, 4; D m, 4; D c, 6; A d, 4; K k, 2; K b, 2; C k, 4; F a, 2; J x, 4; K c, 4; Fg, 2; M o, 2; M p, 2; F b, 2; M r, '4
Treasurer—“ My Lord, I request another mo
ment.” They went up again to the garret, and J r, 2; G a, 4; II s, 2; Mt, 2; E h, 11; E p, 4; C d, 18; E s, 4; D g, 11; E d, 8; C e, 4; C f, 12; E c, 4; B c, 12; Af, ft
Jack the servant boy was called, “Jack, child, A o, 8; B d, 16; D f, 16; D u, 36; A g, 4; A j, 30; F k, 62; A r, 8; B e, 32; K n, 23; A m, 6; G p, 3, C o, 3; A p, 35; G o.
what had I for dinner yesterday ?” “ Don’t you 4; Cm, 12; F p, 16; D s, 7; G r, 11; C q, 8; G s, 4; Gv,4; DI, 28; E o, 4; Et,8; A n, 4; Fo,4, Ea,8; D b, 16; Bk,
remember, Sir ? you had the little shoulder of La, 12; Hg, 12; H a, 36; J b, 4; J o, 16; J d, 8; Bn, 4; Jc.fr, B q, 52; H w, 4; Ff, 44; C a, 4; J m, 8; B u, 44; J f, 4;
mutton that you ordered me to bring from a wo- 8; L d, 20; B I, 8; Lb, 4; M c, 16; L b, 16; L n, 24.
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Nature of Temptation”, by Bishop Seaburv, and the other,
by the Rkv. Palxikr Dyer, Irom that characteristic expres
------------------------------------ ---------------------------- —;
sion of the wicked Ahab respecting a faithful prophet; “ I hate
O V M B1E It, FRID A Y, J UN E 2D. 1834.
him, for he doth not prophesy good concerning me, but evil.
Visitation.—Bishop McIivaine expects, with divine per
The too common hostility which faithful counsellors, and the
mission, to visit Grace Church, Berkshire, on Thursday, June J
strictness of the divine law have met with in the world, is well
26th—St, Peter's, Delaware, on Saturday, 28lh---- Radnor, \
accounted for in the following extract:
Monday 30th—Marion, Tuesday, July 1st—St. John's, Worth- \
Lastly, we perceive in the text the reason why there exists,
i ngtun, Thursday, 3rd—Trinity Church, Columbus, Saturday |
in many minds, so strong an aversion to the Bible, to pure
5th—St. Philip's, Circleville, Tuesday 8th—Lancaster, Friday religion, and to the faithful, uncompromising teachers of
lltli—St. Paul's, Chillicothe, Sunday 13th.
Chiistianity. Of these the ungodly man would say, in his
Earlier notice of the precise days of this visitation would heart, “ 1 hate them,”—because they will not let him rest in
have been given, had not sickness prevented the Bishop from his sins; because they will not cloak his offences, flatter his
pride, and encourage him to follow the devices and desires ot |
being able to decide when he might hope to commence it.— his own wicked heart, lie hates the Bible, because it describes j
He would be glad to meet the clergy of the Churches above the vileness of such as himself, and records against him the
named, and those of the Churches in Newark and Zanesville, sentence of eternal condemnation and shame, lie hates a re
ligion whose pure light penetrates even into the recesses of his
at as many of the places to be visited as circumstances tnay most hidden thoughts and intents, and startles and vexes his
permit.
slumbering con-cienee. lie hates the ambassador of God,
Collections for the Missionary Society of the Diocese, will whose candid and faithful dealings is a continual rebuke for his
be made in tlie Churches of Delaware, Worthington, Columbus, ungodly and iniquitous practices. Ilow easy would it he, it
we could so grossly neglect our duty, and prostitute our sacred
Circleville and Chillicothe, at some time during the visitation of office to the purpose of a time-serving policy: how easy would
each.
it he to secure his approbation, and that of the multitude who
are like him! It would only he to prophesy smooth things,—
The Ilev. Benjamin I. JIaioiit, Rector of St. Peter’s to proclaim peace, though there he no peace,—to s|»eak lies un
Church, New-York, has accepted a call to the Rectorship of to them in the name of the Lord,—to pervert the scriptures for
their comfort,—to hid them fulfil their own desires, with the
St. Paul's Church, Cincinnati.
assurance that the mercy of God shall overshadow them,—
to encourage them to go up to Ramoth-Gilead, with the bless
“CoaiiKsroNnKNcr. between Uisnors Chase and McIl- ing of heaven though we well know that they will go to their
Vainb.”—We have recently seen a pamphlet with this title, own destruction, and will perish under the wrath of the Al
published in Detroit, under date of the 26th May. The title mighty,
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page would lead us to expect something of interest, but the
perusal discloses little more than a repetition of the unfounded’
mid to say the least, most uncharitable accusations against the
motives and conduct of the Trustees of this Institution, and
indeed of the Convention, which, in the hour of excited feeljtig, were so unsparingly employed by Bishop Chase. We
hoped the reflections of almost three years had given birth to
kindlier feelings, hut this pamphlet has disappointed the ex
pectation. The same “root of bitterness” that was cherished
in the “ Valley of Peace,” seems to have been transplanted to
Michigan, and is again cultivated there as the best balm of
“ Gilead.”
The part which Bishop McIivaine bears in this “ Correspondence,” is simply a note to Bishop C. asking the restora
tion of a sett of communion plate, which was dedicated to
Rosse Chapel, now rapidly advancing to completion. This
request wus refused.
Notice would not now be taken of this pamphlet, were it
not that the assertion is so often and so confidently made in it,
that the Theological Seminary has been merged in the College)
and is in fact “defunct,” and has no existence, that, if not con
tradicted, it may possibly gain credence with some, who may
not have seen its published bye-laws, course of studies, and list
of officers. Leaving the theory and argument of the pamphlet,
based as it is, upon an unauthorized newspaper paragraph, to
he estimated at its worth, it is sufficient for our present pur
pose to mention the actual condition and prospects.of the Sem
inary. A regular course of instruction was commenced in the
Theological Department, less than a year ago. At which time
it was regularly organized, and a course of study marked out
under three Professors,—Bishop McIivaine, Prof. Sparrow, and
Prof. Muenschcr;—eight students have been attending the re
citations, the present session, and several more have already
made application for admission at the commencement of the
next. The Bye-Laws of the Institution have been amended
by the present Board of Trustees in stricter accordance with
the charter, so that priority is given in the'Faculty to Theo
logical Professors, and every privilege, contemplated by the
original donors, is held out to theological students, and to those
in every department who are studying with a view to the sa
cred ministry. Of these “signs of life”—of healthful and vi
gorous life, very few existed prior to that “self-destroying
act,” as Bishop C. is pleased to call it, which accepted his re
signation. There had then been no organization of the Theo
logical Department, no regular course of study or of recita
tions, and butone Theological Professor—and his duties consist
ed chiefly, in giving religious, and other instruction to Colle
giate, and not Theological Students. For a specimen of the
reasoning of the pamphlet, we must refer our readers to the
pamphlet itself, presuming that most of them will still believe,
notwithstanding its assertions to the contrary, that the “ Theo
logical Seminary of the Diocese of Ohio” really exists, and was
never in less danger of being “merged and lost" in the Col
lege, than it is now.

We have recently received the Inaugural Address of Presi
Oi.in, of Randolph-Macon College, Va., and would no
tice it here, not o.ily on account of our respect for the author,
once a beloved College class-mate, but also because of the reul
excellence of the production. The topics are numerous, and
therefore not pursued far or systematically, hut the little said
upon each shows most clearly, that the writer has thought
much, and deeply, upon every one of them.
Randolph-Macon College, our readers are aware, is a Me
thodist institution, and its President of course is of the same de
nomination. In conformity with these preferences, which we
most sincerely respect, he urges bis brethren forward in the ca
reer of intellectual improvement. For their former neglect
of literature and science, which he freely admits, he offers the
following apology, at once strong, eloquent, and may wc not
add, correct?
It becomes the religious denomination, under whose auspi
ces this youthful seminary has speedily risen to vigor and use
fulness, to prosecute its benevob nt objects, with the most zeal
ous perseverance. We have been called to engage in the bu
siness of education, by omens of no doubtful import, and it
rests upon us, with all the imperative urgency of a Christian
obligation. We have come tardily to the work, and it the inoTe
behooves us to prosecute it with a diligent and vigorous hand.
In our burning zeal to propagate the gospel, we seem to have
overlooked minor interests. By the blessing of God, we have
pressed into every open door, and planted our doctrines and
churches in every neighborhood, throughout the entire Union.
Along the whole unmeasured length of frontier which skirts
this vast Republic, our banner waves in the van of emigration,
and we have even raised the trophies of the cross beyond the
remotest limits of civilization. In the midst of these cheering
successes, we are suddenly roused as from a long reverie, to
a sense of new and appalling responsibilities. The children of
the four millions of people who attend upon the ministrations
of our church, call upon us for the means of education. Sure
ly I do not misinterpret the signs of the times when I say the
church will respond to this affecting appeal. She owes it to
l\er character; to her interest ; to self preservation. She owes
it to the land which has yielded her so plenteous a harvest, and
to the people who have greeted her with so cordial a welcome.
She owes it to our republican institutions, and above all, to the
immortal destinies which God has committed to our care.—
The church will do her duty.
dent

positive remedial influences. The most perfect human society
speedily degenerates, if the active agencies which were em
ployed in its elevation are once withdrawn or suspended. What
then can he expected of inexperienced youth, sent forth from
the pure atmosphere of domestic piety, and left to tlie single
support of its own untested and unsettled principles in the midst
of circumstances which often prove fatal to the most practiced
virtue! I frankly confess that I see no safety hut in the preach
ing of the cross, and in a clear and unfaltering exhibition of
the doctrines and sanctions of Christianity. The beauty and
excellence of virtue are excusable topics, though they must
ever he inefficient motives, with those who reject the authority
of revelation; hut in a Christian land, morality divorced from
religion is the emptiest of all the empty names by which a
deceitful philosophy has blinded an 1 corrupted the world. I
venture to affirm, that this generation has not given birth to
another absurdity so monstrous as that which would exclude
from our seminaries of learning the open and vigorous incul
cation of the religions faith which is acknowledged by our
whole population, and which pervades every one of our free in
stitutions. Our governors and legislators and all the deposi
taries of honor and tru-t are prohibited from exercising their
humblest functions till they have pledged their fidelity to the
country upon the holy gospels. The most inconsiderable pe
cuniary interest is regarded too sacred to he intrusted to the
most upright judge or juror, or to the most unsuspected wit
ness, till their integrity has been fortified by an appeal to the
high sanctions of Christianity. Even the exercise of the elec
tive franchize is usually suspended upon the same condition.
The interesting moralities of the domestic relations; the laws
of marriage and divorce; the mutual obligations of parents
and children, are all borrowed from the Christian scriptures.
The fears of the vicious and the hopes of the upright; the pro
fane ribaldry of the profligate, no less than the humble thanks
giving of the morning and evening sacrifice, do homage tothe gospel as the religion of the American people. Our elo
quence and our poetry; our periodical and popular literature
in all their varieties; the novel, the tale, the* ballad, the play,
all make their appeal to the deep sentiments of religion that
pervade the bosom. Christianity is our birth-right, it is the
richest inheritance bequeathed us by ottr noble fathers. It is
mingled in our Itenrta with all the fountains of sentiment nnd
of faith. And are the guardians of public education alone
“halting between two opinions?” Do they think that in fact,
and for practical purposes, the truth of Christianity is still a
dehateahle question? Is it still a question whether the gener
ations yet to rise up and occupy the wide domains of this
great empire; to he tlie re; resentatives of our name, our free
dom and our glory, before tlie nations of the earth, shall be a
Christian or an infidel people? Can wise and practical men
who are engaged in rearing up a temple of learning to form
the character and destinies of their posterity, for a moment
hesitate to make “Jesus Christ the chief corner stone?”
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RELIGIOUS HTTBT.I.iaEN’Cn.
Ordination.—At an ordination held at Staunton, on Sun
day the 26th ult., by the Right Rev. Win. Meade, Messrs.
Philip Slaughter, Jr. and John II. Clarke, were admitted to
the order of Deacons, and the Rev. William G. Jackson to the
order of Priests.
On Friday, May 30th, at Easton, during the siting of the
Maryland Convention, the Rev. Lucien B. Wright, the Rev.
Hugh T. Garrison, the Rev. F. It. Hanson, and the Itev.
James McGregor Dala, were ordained Priests hv the Bishop
of the Diocese. At the same time, Messrs. Charles B. Dana
and Alfred Ilolmead were ordained Deacons.—Epis. Jiec.

North Carolina Conventon.—Tlie Convention of the
Episcopal church in the diocese of North Carolina, met in
St. Peter’s church, in the town of Washington, on Wednes
day, the 7th inst. There were in attendance, 16 ministers,
exclusive of the bishop. The services commenced on Tuesday
night, and were continued twice every day, until Sunday, when
there were three services. The convention sermon was preach
ed on Wednesday morning, by the Rev. J. IL Goodman, and
On the importance of moral as well as intellectual culture, the communion administered. On Saturday morning confir
President Olin’s language is very decided and strong, and he mation was administered to 13 persons, when a forcible appeal
was made to the congregation by the Rt. Rev. Bishop. On
rightly judges that morality without religion is frail and insuf Saturday night, a missionary sermon was preached, by the Rev.
ficient,—cold, and, it may be, fair, as the frost work on our William Norwood, and a collection made for the benefit of the
windows of a winter’s morning, but like it, unsubstantial and Episcopal Bible, Prayer Book, Tract and Missionary Socie
ties of the diocese.. On Sunday, in the morning, the bishop
evanescent. What pious parent but responds most heartily to
preached with his usual eloquence and ability, and administer
the following sentiments?
ed the communion* to an unusually large number of persons,
In proportion as virtue is more valuable than knowledge,
The Episcopal Journal, and the Parochial and Missionary
pure and enlightened morality will be regarded by every con reports present the following aggregate, viz. 258 baptisms, 115
siderate father the highest recommendation of a literary insti confirmations, IODO communicants, 3 churches co:«.ecrated, 3
tution. The youth is withdrawn from the salutary restraints ! edifices for public worship in different stages of advancement,
of parental influence and authority, and committed to other I 5 ordinations, (1 to the order of deacons and 4 to that of
guardians at a time of life most descisive of his prospects and ■ priests) 7 candidates for orders, and 10 Sunday schools, in
destinies. The period devoted to education usually impresses ! which are 66 teachers and 656 scholars. This summary is be
its own character upon all its future history. Vigilant super- J lieved to be more nearly correct than any which has been giv
vision, employment, and seclusion from all facilities and temp en for some years past, the statistics of almost every church in
tations to vice, are the ordinary and essential securities which the diocese having been reported to this convention, a circum
every institution of learning is bound to provide tor the sacred ! stance- which the committee notice with unfeigned pleasure.
interests which are committed to its charge. But safeguards There are now connected with this diocese besides the bishop,
Protestant Episcopal Pulpit__ .The number of this peri
and negative provisions are not sufficient. The tendencies of, 20 clergymen, of whom 17 are Presbyters and 3 deacons.—
odical for May contains two discourses; one entitled “The our nature are retrograde, and they call for the interposition of' One of these presbyters is officiating in Alabama.”
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Diocese or Vermont__ We give below an account of the
recent Convention in this diocese. We have received the
Journal of the Proceedings of the Convention, and are grati
fied by the evidence which it gives of the extension of the
Church. The address of Bishop Hopkins contains a lumi
nous exposition of the spirit and nature of our Church gov
ernment. It is designed chiefly to remove the prejudice, still
common in many parts of our country, that the peculiarities
of our Church are inconsistent with the genius of Republican
institutions. This view is nowhere more common than in
some sections of the Eastern States, and we are glad that
Bishop Hopkins has given it prominence. We shall endeavor
to begin the publication of the address in our next.—Church
man.
Vermont Convention.—The Convention of the Diocese of Ver
mont was holden at Burlington, the 28th and 29th of May. It
was well attended, both by the clergy and laity. The morning
service was read by the Rev. John Cochran, St. John’s L. C.
The Convention Sermon was preached by the Rev. Sarnes Sa
bine. The Rev. Charles Fay, and the Rev. Luman Foote
Deacons, were admitted to the Holy Order of Priests. Mr.
Samuel R. Crane and Mr. George Allen were ordained Dea
cons. The candidates for Priests’ Orders were presented by
the Rev. Mr. Chase; and those for Deacon’s oiders, by the
Rev. Mr. Crane. The writer was highly gratified with the
harmony of feeling and unity of purpose which appeared in
all the proceedings of the convention. The despatch with
which the Journal was prepared and printed deserves notice.
It was ready to he taken home by the members on the morning
after the Convention adjourned; and it was said, that in three
hours after the final adjournment, the Secretary had an entire
printed copy of the Journal.

Church at Monrovia, Africa.—A friend of Missions,
understanding that about $200 have been contributed in the
United States, towards the erection of an Episcopal Church at
Monrovia, and that $400 more are needed to secure the build
ing of the edifice, proposes to give $10 in behalf of this object
provided thirty-nine other persons will each subscribe the same
sum.—Missionary Reoord.

Lutheran Church in the United States.—The Luthe
ran portion of Christ’s Church, we find, embraces a much lar
ger number of the Christian community, than many perhaps
are aware of. Not only is it the oldest and largest Protestant
church in Europe; but even in this country it is not among
the weakest nor least zealous, although a century has not elaps
ed since its banner was first unfurled in this Western hemis
phere. Its trials and difficulties, the self-denials of its truly
pious pioneers, and the great sacrifices of its present heralds,
together w.t'i its triumphs, &c, appear to have been known one
ly on account of its humility and the language to which it was
most generally confined. At present it is found in the whole
United States. It has one general and ten District Synods,
four theological seminaries, several religious periodicals and a
respectable number of Sunday schools, and missionary and
other societies. Without counting the increase of the number
of Churches, &c. in the past year, (which have not been few,)
the reports although very deficient furnish us with the follow
ing statistics of the Lutheran church, iu the United States, till
the first of November, 1832: viz—
There are 698 churches supplied and 200 vacant—Total 893.
Preachers, 217.
Communicants 62,771.
The annual increase appears to bo large, and its prosperity,
with the blessing of God, daily more manifest. God speed
it
and
all other Christian denominations! Would that all were
Diocese of Georgia—We have received the Journal of the
Proceedings of the last Convention of this D'ooese. It was one at least in spirit, if not in form.—Headiny Journal.
convened at St. Paul’s Church, Augusta, on the 14th of April.
Morning prayer was read by the Rev. Theodore Burton, Rec
Colonization Society-__ A meeting of this society was held
tor of Christ Church, St. Simons, and the sermon was preach in the first Presbyterian church, in Cincinnati on Wednesday,
ed by the Rev. Seneca G. Bragg, Rector of Christ Church the 4th inst., in which the Rev. Dr. Ayi elotte of the Episco
Macon. The Rt. Rev Bishop Bowen took the Chair, and pal church, presided. After prayers by the chairman, the
William P. Hunter acted us Secretary, pro tern. There were agent of the society made a statement, setting forth the present
present four clergy and fourteen laity.—Churchman.
condition and future prospects of the institution.
The meeting was then addressed at length, by the Rev. Dr.
Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Celebration__ Beecher, president of the Lane Seminary, who defended the
society
in an able manner, against some of the many charges
The children of the Protestant Episcopal Sunday Schools of
this city and liberties were assembled in St. Peter’s church on brought against it, and endeavored to show the friends of abo
Saturday morning, May 17th, recording to a practice of some lition, that they might and ought to act in concert with the
years standing. About 1500 children were present, compre Colonization Society. The meeting was then adjourned to
hending the schools of Christ church, St. Peter’s, St. James’, Monday evening, the 9th inst, in the second church.
At the adjourned meeting, the Rev. Professor Stowe, of the
St. Paul’s, St. Stephen’s, St. John’s, N. I,., Trinity church,
Southwark, the Swedish church, and of Moyamensing. After Lane Seminary, gave a highly interesting address, in behalf
evening prayers by the Rev. Mr. Boyd, they were addressed of the society, which to our mind was perfectly satisfactory on
in an interesting discourse, happily adapted to their age and every point. A resolution was then nassed, recommending
understanding, by the Rev. Mr. Morton. The Rt. Rev. that a collection be taken up in all our churches, oil the Sun
Bishops White and Onderdouk, with several clergymen, were day before or after the 4th of July, for the benefit of the Co
present. The benediction was pronounced by our venerable lonization Society. It was then agreed to adjourn to Wed
diocesan. The whole scene was well calculated to impress on nesday, the lltli inst., at which time Rev. Professor Biggs,
the heart the beauty of religion, to uuim ite our Diocesan So of the Lane Seminary, and Judge Hall, Editor of the Wes
ciety in its career, and to fill the bosom with gratitude to him tern Monthly Magazine, were expected to give their views on
who is the friend and saviour alike of infancy and age’—Pro the momentous topic.
We are glad, that this movement has taken place, and just at
testant Episcopalian.
this time. To counteract the bane, the antidote should speedi
ly follow.
GREECE.

The following communication, addressed by Mrs. Hill to a
young lady of St.‘John’s Church, Philadelphia, will, we doubt
not, be perused with satisfaction by every reader of the Record.
We particularly commend it to the attention of our juvenile
friends. It is dated Athens. August 23, 1833----Miss. Rec.
“It is with great pleasure I embrace the earliest opportuni
ty of answering your letter of the 24th January, which was
received a few days since; and tender you, and the children of
St. Johns Church, Philadelphia, my thanks for the pleasing
testimonies we have received of their interest in our Mission
schools. The articles designed for Annetta, gave her great
pleasure. She said to me ‘when you write to America tell these
good children that I thank them very much: if 1 could write
English I would send a letter myself.’ 1 told her if she wish
ed to write a letter, she could tell me what she had to say, and
I would write it, which would he almost the same thing. ‘Can
you attend to me now, iny teacher? for 1 have many things in
my mind which 1 should like to say that I might forget by
and hv.’ As I was very desirous of knowing what ideas this
poor child had of lettei writing, and at the same time of
becoming acquainted with the inward operations of her mind,
I gave her permission to tell me what she wished to wiite---You may, therefore, my dear M adam, consider what follows as
Annetta's letter to the little Children of St. John’s Church Sun
day school.
,
“ ‘ 1 thank these little girls very, very much. I am not such
a good girl as, perhaps, they think I am. A little while ago
all the world hated me, now a great many people love me. 1
hope, therefore, 1 am a little better. The last frock tint was
sent me I did not get; my teacher showed it to me one day
when I had done a good deed, and told me if I continued to he
a good girl she would give it to me, hut a little while after I
did something very, very had. And there was another little
girl in the school, whose n<^>e was Annetta, who was a good
girl, and she gave it to her. This one which you have sent
I hope, will, indeed he my own, for I want to lie better. I pray
to God to give me the Holy Spirit—my teacher prays—and
all the house prays, that the devil may no more trouble me.’
“As she littered the last sentence, overcome with the force of
her feelings, :,he hid her face in her hands, and burst into tears
I assure you, dear Madam, f use present who heard were not
unmoved. To her own feeble petitions, and those offered for
her, here let us beg the prayers of those dear children who
know how to prav, that the Lord would send his holy Spirit
into the heart of this poor child, and into the hearts of thou
sands of others who are dead in trespasses and sins.”
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Dreadfid Shipwrecks—The Quebec paper gives us accounts
of the loss of no less than fourteen square-rigged vessels, and
about six hundred lives, in the St Lawrence or near the coast
adjoining the mouth of that river, between the 27th of April
and the 16th of May. All the vessels except one were on
; their way from Great Britain or Ireland to ports in the BriI tish North American provinces, and generally to Quebec, with
i emigrants. One of the above was the ship James, from I.im, erick to Qtieheck, lost on the 27th of April, and 254 persons
I perished; and another was the Astrca, from Ireland, lost on
! the 7th of May, near Louisburg, and of those on hoard, 208
perished. The survivors of the Astrea state, that she struck
on a high clifT at 7 in the morning, having studding sails(!)
set and going at the rate of ten knots; they represent the aoncussion as tremendous, staving the vessel almost instantly, and
throwing them nearly lifeless upon the rocks.

We learn, says the Boston Centinel, that the widow of the
Hon. Christopher Gore, recently deceased, has left a donation
of forty or fifty thousand dollars to Harvard University, which
will probably he applied to the erecting of a building for the li
brary, to be called the “Gore Hall.”
The Washington Globe states that the whole revenue of the
present year will probably, exceed the estimates full $6,000,000
and that the revenue from imposts alone will probably show an
excess over the estimates of more than $2,000,000.
The nomination of the Hon. Mr. Tappan as judge of the
District court of Ohio, has been rejected by the Senate.
According to the Niagara Courier, the bloody murrain which
lias proved so fatal to cattle in that section for some years, aris
es from their drinking in leeches when the streams are dry—
a live leech having been found in the liver of a cow, after hav
ing nearly perforated the whole interior of that organ.
A letter from Manchester, Miss, dated April 20th states that
116 cases of cholera had occurred during one week on the
plantation of Mr. Roache, 6 miles from that place.
The village of Millershurgh, has been almost totally destroy
ed by fire; 20 buildings, among them 18 dwelling houses, the
jail, and other public edifices, have been burned down.
A ease of slander was recently tried in Union county, Pa.
in which Henry Burr was pi lintift’, and George Ulrich defendant.
The parties were both German,—both respectable farmers—
and the words uttered were: “He stole my plough line.”
The jury retired a short time, and- brought in a verdict for
plaintiff of $125 and costs!
Case of Slander. — An action of slander was recently brought
against a clergyman in Worcester county, Mass, by two re
tailers. The plaintiff's proved that the defendant, in an address
at a temperance meeting, said-that retailers of ardent spirits
are murderers, and named the plaintiffs as two who sold this
poison and were murderers. The judge said that as the words
spoken accused the plaintiffs of no crime for which they would
he liable to indictment, it was the opinion of the court that they
were not actionable. The plaintiffs therefore became non
suited.
FOREIGN.

By an arrival at this port, (says the New-York Observer,)
London papers have been received to the 3d of May inclusive.
file Spanish army of Gen. llodill entered Portugal in pur
suit of Don Carlos on the 14th April. The towns and villa
Anti-Colonizationism in Old Times__ At a meeting of ges through which he passed all declared for Don Miguel.—
the Connecticut Colonization Society, held at New Haven, On the 18th of April lie presented himself before Almeida,
22d of May, Rev. Mr. Bacon, of New Haven, said—“Tile whence the Pretender fled, in order to avoid being blockaded,
Colonization Society was the star of hope to Africa, and the and that fortress declared for Donna Maria.
In the north of Spain the Carlists have obtained some advan
star of hope to the children of Africa in this country.” Dr.
Hewitt remarked—“The colony at Liberia, as had as it is, tages, and General Quesda after being defeated by the rebels
had
been compelled to retreat to Pampeltina.
with all its difficulties and mismanagement, is the best to he
The news from Portugal continues to Ik- favorable to the
found on earth. He said he had read of a Colonization So
ciety that understook, three thousand years ago, to colonize in cause of Don Pedro.
The Pope has excommunicated Don Pedro, his ministers
the land of their fathers, three million of slaves. The Presi
dent of that society was one Moses. And there arose up an and all the adherents of the young Qu.en. It is stated that
Anti-Colonization Society, the President of which was one Don Pedro in return, has notified the court of Rome that it
Pharaoh. They would not let the people go. They repre must not expect any more revenue from Portugal, and if the
sented the dangers of the undertaking, and the cruelty of re excommunication is not withdrawn, the Portuguese govern
moving them from the land where they had been horn; and ment will take into serious consideration the propriety of ceas
they themselves preferred to stay where they could sit by the ing all connexion with his Holiness.
France is quiet, and the government of Louis Philippe
flesh pots of Egypt, saying to Moses, “Let us alone that we
may serve the Egyptians, for it had been better for us to serve seems to be more firmly established than ever. Arrests were
going on, and every measure was adopted to strengthen Ixiuis
the Egyptians, than that we should die in the wilderness.”
Philippe on his throne. M. S. Roinaiu a legitimatist, has
been arrested, aim also one M. Matheu, an advocate, in whose
TEMPERANCE.
possession a number of papers were found.
A Happy Village---- The Taunton Sentinel gives the follow
A debate had occurred in the French Chambers respecting
ing account of a happy and thriving village. Let ardent spi the delinquishment ot Algiers, hut there were was no decision.
rits he banished from a community, and the fables of the gold
The latest accounts from West Africa bring the melancho
en age will he realized:
t
ly intelligence of the death of Lander, the discoverer of the
Centerville on Cape Cod, contains about fifty-five families, mouths of the Niger. He was murdered at a place about 200
a meetinghouse, two school houses, blacksmith’s shop, Eng miles up that river.
lish and W. I. Goods stole, a grocery, hut it has no tav
Ireland is still in a disturlx-d state. The laws are trampled
ern, nor any place where it is known ardent spirits can be
upon by mobs, and the military are called out to protect the
had. Within a few years, seven vessels have been built and
police officers. In one case near Limerick, it is stated that
launched, and are navigated from this place, and all without tin- nearly twenty lives were lost.
use of ardent spirit. From one of the two school districts,
The debate on the motion of Mr. O’Conncl for the Repeal
containing about thirty-five families, sixteen masters of ves of the Union, was brought to a close on the evening of the
sels are now engaged in the coasting business.”
29th of April, by a decisive vote against it. Immediately af
ter the deseision, Mr. Spring Rice moved an Address to the
GE-VERAL SUiUMAaY.
King on the subject of the repeal; which was agreed to by a
majority of 485—523 members voting in favor, and only 38
Middlebury College—We understand that the late I saac War against it.
ren, Esq. of Charlestown, Mass., left a legacy of three thou
The British Ship Canopus, (74) was under orders at Dcvensand dollars to Middlebury College.
port, to take 12,000 stand of arms to Corunna.
Mr. Light, of Boston, is aliout issuing a series of biographi
The Ship Eliza, 850 tons, Crouch, left London on the 26th,
cal, narrative, and other essays, illustrative of the traits of the for New York, with two hundred and fifty passengers, consist
African Race. The first number is to be a memoir of the cele ing chiefly ot farmers with their families from Suffolk and
brated Phillis Wheatley, the Boston Slave, by a gentleman of Norfolk, well supplied. with money for purchasing and tilling
that city.
I land in America.
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1 would adJ, that it is often, if not primarily, considered ra
ther as appropriating the sentiment or the reasoning, than ap
plauding the speaker; and so much is it a matter of course,
that its omission would be singular—more so than for some in
HYMN OF THE MORAVIAN NUNS,
an audience to be so drowsing and dull, that Clapping and accla
AT THK CONSECRATION OK KULiSKl's BANNER.
mation are requisite to keep them attentive.
1 lie evening
The Standard of Count Pulaski, the noble Pole, who fell in was rationally amusing, the manners of the gentlemen uni
the attack on Savannah, during the American revolution, was formly good, and the utility of the establishment universally
of crimson silk, embroidered by the Moravian Nuns of Beth acknowledged. Here young artists, scholars, and inventors,.
lehem, Pennsylvania.— Cincinnati Journal.
make their first entree before the public. How many ways ot
tnispending the time of our long winter evenings, would such
When the dying flame of day,
institutions in our city, well sustained and attended, regular
Through the chancel shot its ray,
ly prevent! My only objection was—that it held in too late.
Far the glimmering tapers shed
f Cox's Letters.
Faint light on the cowled head,

POETRY.

And the censor burning swung,
Where before the altar hung
That round banner, which with prayer,
Had been consecrated there;
And the nuns' sweet hymn was heard the while,
Sung low in the deep mysterious aisle.
Take thy banner. May it wave
Proudly o'er the good and brave,
When the battle’s distant wail
Breaks the Sabbath of our vale,
When the clarion's music thrills
To the hearts of these lone hills,
When the spear in conflict shakes,
When the strong lance shivering breaks!
Take thy banner; and beneath
The war-cloud's encircling wreath
Guard it till our homes are free,
Guard it—God will prosper thee!
In the dark and trying hour,
In the breaking forth of power,
In the rush ol steeds anti men,
His right hand will shield thee then.
Take thy banner. But when night
Closes round the ghastly light,
If the vanquished warrior bow,
Spare him; by our holy vow,
By our prayers and many tears,
By the mercy that endears,
Spare him; he our love hath shared,
Spare him; as thou wotildst be spared.

Take thy banner; and if e’er
Thou sliouldst dress the soldier’s bier,
And the muffled drum should beat
To the tread of mournful feet,
Then, this crimson flag shall be
Martial cloak and shroud for thee;
And the warrior took that banner proud,
And it was his martial cloak and shroud.

MISCELLANY.
A Conveiizationk.— Mv dear Sir,—After returning chilled
from the cold damp air of the Abbey, we attended by engage
ment a Convcrzatione in the evening with Professor Nott and
Mr. Bacon. This species of amusement in a great city, is, in
its theory and generally in its practice, to be commended, and
ought to be promoted in all great cities. The word is Italian,
of six syllables; and has become n technical in London, for a
coterie or meeting of literary gentlemen, and sometimes ladies,
for purposes of philosophical experiment, converse, and lectur
ing. On this occasion, we were admitted with tickets, to a
select nnd respectable assemblage of about one hundred gen
tlemen. Wc met i:t a spacious saloon, of two stories with
open galleries around the second, and a great, variety of speci
mens in science and philosophy, inventions and models, instru
ments and apparatus of many sorts; with illustrations and de
inonstrations written, oral, pictured, and exemplified. The
steam-gun of Mr. Perkins, our distinguished countryman, was
there__ whoso capacity to despatch bullets is so formidable and
astounding. This engine was explained to us by his clever and
amiable son, and by Professor Nott. We were amused with
many fine models of steam-boats, and other navigating ma
chines on new principles; some of them moving by elock-work,
and performing in fine style, on the surface of a large little
lake, artificially constructed in the centre of the area, and cov
ered with a fine fleet of sailing vessels. It seemed the order
of the evening for every man to lie down, on a bed of strange
material, spread for the purpose on a fitting eminence. It was
strangely soft, accommodating to the formal pressure of the
body, and distributing its repulsion with unwonted equality
and facility to every curvature of the frame. Withal there
was an elastic action of the parts, and a queer rattling of wa
ter, which made me recall the sensations of my birth aboard
the Samson. I lie fact was, it was a bed-tick of Indian rubber
or gum elastic, nearly filled with a cheaper material than ei
der down or even feathers—water! Thus, as one lounged on
it supine, the liquid moved in its water-proof encasement, and
constituted a strangely agreeable rest for the weary—only that
we could enjoy it but for a minute. Its utilities arc theorized
for the infirm and the sick; I know not that it has been prac
tically proved. After a promiscuous promenading and con
versing, almut the several apartments we were called to order,
by a gentleman whose name I have forgotten, and who intro
duced the modest lecturer for the evening, with an apology for
the absence of one more famous and expert, whose place lie
was diffidently to supply. He proceeded with his demonstra
tions and experiments, with good science, great ease in hand
ling bis apparatus *nd a seeming mastei of bis subject; but
with a vicious enunciation and a bad elocution, that elicited
our pity, while our respect was happily commanded. He seem
ed however to be in the midst of friends, and they clapped him
quite fruquently: as an English audience will on every ocxasion, except those of direct worship in the house of God.

India Rubber Carpets—Dr. Jones of Mobile, in a letter
to professor Silliman, says: “ Having some Indian Rubber
varnish left, which was prepared for another purpose, the
thought occurred to me, of trying it as a covering to a carpet,
after the following manner. A piece of canvas was stretched
and covered with a thin coat of glue, (corn meal size will probly answer best,) over this was laid a sheet or two ot common
brown paper, or news paper, and another coat of glue added,
over which was laid a pattern of bouse papering, with rich
figures. After the body of the carpet was thus prepared a ve
ry thin touch of glue was carried over the face ot the paper
to prevent the Indian Rubber varnish from tarnishing the
beautiful colors of the paper. After this was dried one or
two coats as may be desired) of Indian Rubber varnish were
applied, which, when dried formed a surface as smooth as pol
ished glass, through which the variegated colors of the paper
appeared with undiminished, if not with increased lustre.
This carpet is quite durable, and is impenetrable to water, or
grease of any description. When soiled, it may be washed,
like a smooth piece of marble, or wood. If gold or silver
leaf forms the last coat, instead of papering, and the varnish is
then applied, nothing can exceed the splendid richness of this
carpet, which gives the floor the appearance of being burnish
ed with gold, or silver. A neat carpi t oil this plan, will cost,
(when made of good papering, about 37| cts per yard. When
covered with geld or silver leaf, the cost will be about $1,00
or $1,30 cents a yard.”
•
Stereotype Mktalaoraphic Printing—I offer this name
ns I have nothing better to designate it by. It means simply
the tranferring of printed letters, from the pages of a book, or
newspaper to the polished sui faces of metallic plates, espe
cially of soft iron. My experiments are not yet completed,
yet, I feel saiisfied that the result is a practicable one, if care
fully conducted with proper instruments.
The best plan on which to conduct the experiment is as
follows; Take two plates of very soft iron, of moderate di
mensions, give one face of each a very true and fine polish, so
that when applied by these faces, they should uniformly fit and
adhere together. Moisten two slips of primed news paper, or
parts of a leaf from a book of the size of the plates, apply one
to the polished face of each plate, and interpose between them
a fold or two of silk paper, and then clap tiie plates together.
Give them a gentle heat over the fire, then place them in a
vice, nnd apply a strong screw power. Oil separating them
and gently removing the paper, the letters will be seen, dis
tinctly formed oil tile faces of the two plates. Now as printers’s ink, is formed of lampblack and oil, upon which acid acts
very little, the faces of the plates may be slightly touched over
with diluted sulphuric or nitric acid, which if skilfully applied,
acts on the iron and leaves the letters raised. When the print
ers’ ink contains some bees wax, the experiment is more com
plete. These plates once formed, may lie converted into steel
on the plan of Mr. Perkins; after which they would proba
bly print from 10,000 to 20,(XX) copies without being mate
rially defaced. An expert mechanic, with proper machinery,
could in a day or two form a sufficient number of plates to
print 20,000 copies (300 pages) of an octavo volume.
Other metals, as copper, brass and type metal with variations
can all have letters transferred to them in the same manner,
and" can be used ns printing plates; but none of these will
have the durability of iron,—Letter of Dr. Jones, of Mobile,
to Professor Silliman.

machinery within the box, acted upon by a hurdle like that of
a hand organ. A weaver upon his loom with a fly-shuttle,
uses his hands and feet and keeps his eye upon the shuttle as
it passes across the web. A soldier sitting with a sailor at a pub
lic bouse table, fills a glass, drinks it otf, then knocks upon the
table, upon which an old woman opens a door, makes her ap
pearance, and they retire. Two slioem ikers upon their stools
! are seen, the one beating leather, and the other stitching
i a shoe. A doth dresser, a stone cutter, a cooper, a tailor,
a woman churning, and one teazling wool, arc all at work.
There is also a carpenter sawing a piece of wood, and two
blacksmith’s heating a piece of iron, the one using a sledge, and
the other a small hammer: a boy turning a grindstone, while
a man grinds an instrument upon it; and a barber shaving a
man, whom he holds fast by the nose with one band.
Toe boy was only about seventeen years of age when he com
pleted this curious work; and since the lient of his mind
could be first marked, bis only amusement was that of work
ing with a knife, and making little mechanical figures; this is
the more extraordinary, as he has no opportunity whatever of
seeing any person employed in a similar way. He was bred a
weaver, with his father; and since he could lie employed at tho
trade, lias had no time for liis favorite study, except after the
work ceased, or during the intervals; aim tlieoidy tool lie had
to assist him was a poeket kni e. In his earlier years he pro
duced several curiosities on a similar scale, hut the one now de
scribed is bis greatest work, to which be devoted all his spare
time during two years.—Jour.
Tel.
Easy Method afgiving yreater strength andfirmness to thread,
net work, cordaye, and coarse cloth__ Tile lixivium of oak bark
lias been employed for scarcely any other purpose than that of
the tanner, and yet it is applicable to u great variety of uses.
If thread, cords, nets, coarse linen, &c. be steeped in it, they
acquire greater firmness and durability. Fishermen have long
resorted to this. Nothing is more apt to spoil than skins, and
yet this preserves them. It is the same with hempen and lin
en cloth. Tney contain much gummy and lesinous matter,
which with tannin, forms an euvolope and thus adds to their
durability. Linen ought not to steep more than eight or ten
days in this solution; it acquires a very brown color. When
they lose this color the operation may lie repeated.
The best method of preserving nets and cordage is the fol
lowing; dissolve two pounds of Flemish glue in fifteen gal
lons of water, dip the nets, &c. into this solution and then
steep them in a strong solution of oak bark,—the tannin com
bines with tiie gelatin, and forms between the fibres of the
hemp, a solid net work, which adds great strength to the cords.
Any hark which contains tannin, may lie employed in making
a decoction; so hones, parings of skin, remains of fish,- &c.,
and generally all substances containing gelatine may be used
in making a gelatinous solution. Fishermen, who often throw
away on the shore gelatinous fish, may use them for this pur
pose.—Jour. (Us Connuis. Usuelles.
Cements__ Lime pulverized, sifted through coarse muslin,
and stirred up tolerably thick in white of eggs, makes a strong
cement for glass and china. Plaster of Varis still better; par
ticularly for mending broken images of the same material. It
should be stirred up by the spoonful, as it is wanted. A hit
of isinglass dissolved in gin, or boiled in spirits of wine, is said
to make cement tor broken glass, china and seashell.
The London papers remark, “There is every reason to be
lieve, from the favorable report made by the Royal Society in
their late visit to the Thames Tunnel, that that great work
will be completed.”
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Locusts, 1 am induced to give you the following extract from
the memorandum book ot an old citizen, now no more, born *«* All communications relative to this paper,must be di
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
in the year 1741, and who was very precise in noticing down
remarkable occurrences.
LIST OF AGENTS.
“May 10th, 1749, I arrived from London in the ship Myr- Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN,....................... Boardman,Trumbull Co. Ohio.
Col.
HUBBARD,
....................................
Ashtabula,
««
tilla, Captain Budden. The Locusts were here in abundance.
Rev Ai.YA SANFORD,..................... Medina, Medina Co.
•«
1766 Locusts came again.
Rev. WM. PRESTON............................ Columbus,
«
Rev. G DENISON,................................ Newark.
«
1783 Locusts came again.
GEORGE BEATTY,.............................. Su uoenville,
1800 Locusts came again.
Rev. J. P. R A USMAN......................... Norwalk,
“
1817 Locusts came again.
D. H. BUELL......................................... Marietta,
*
“
Thus have I known this extraordinary insect appear four JOSIaH BARBER ............................... Cleaveland,
P. ALDERMAN.......... Windsor,
«
times in Pennsylvania,always coming ahouttheiniddle of May, SYLVESTER
J. W. SCHUCKERS,.............................. Wooster,
«•
and disappearing about the 25th or 26tli of June.
DOSSON EDWARDS............................ Davton,
I licy neither eat the leaves of the trees, or the fruit—nor MADDOX FISHER, P. M.................... Springfield, Clark Co. "
r. ASA COLEMAN,......... .......... _... ! roy, Miami Co.
“
have they ever injured the grain; they perforate the bark of D
ROFF A YOUNG,................................... Cincinnati,
••
the tender shoots of various trees, inject their long worm like Rev. J. r. WHEAT................................. Marietta,
•Rev. It. V. ROGERS..................„........... Circleville
*
eggs, and then die away.”—Daily Advertiser.

Self Taught Mechanist.—A boy, of the name of John
Young, now ( 1819) residing at Newton-upon Ayre,in Scotland,
constructed a singular piece of mechanism, which attracted
much notice among the ingenious and scientific. A box about
three feet long by two broad, and six or eight inches deep, bad
a frame and paper covering erected on it, in the form of a
house. On the upper part of the box arc a number of wood
en figures, about two or three inches high representing people
!
employed in those trades or sciences with which the boy is fa
j miliar. The whole are put in motion at the same time by

Rev. E. W. PEET,.................................. Chillicothe.
■«
ROWLAND CLAPP................. ............ Cuyahoga Falls,
«
WILLIAM HUNT, ............................... Urbana,
“
JOHN HANFORD................................... Middlebury,
*
SOLOMON SMITH,............................... Delaware,
D. T. FULLER, Esq..................................M rion,
”
Rev. WM. SUDDARDS,....................... Zanesville,
■«
Rev. DEXTER POTTER,.....................Louisville. Kentucky.
WM. M. BLACKFORD....................... Fredericksburgh, Va.
JAMES ENTWISLE.............................. Alexandria, D. C.
CHAS. WILTBEROER,................... . Washington, I). C.
GEORGE W. JEWETT, ............. ....... Ann Arbour, Michigan Tev,
Rev. JOHN O'BRIEN................... .. ...... Monroe,
«
C. GRISWOLD......................................„ Ltica, New-York.
CHARLES S. VOUNG___ __________ SLJohn, New-Bninawtek.
ROBERT JONES

Crawfordsville, Indiana

